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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a course control method for a composite system constituted by a plurality of
control systems for generating control inputs for causing controlled objects to follow up desired target values.
[0002] A course control method of this type has been applied to various numerical control apparatuses and the like.
For example, in machine tools, the above-mentioned course control method is used for position/course control.
[0003] Fig. 31 is a block diagram showing a position control system model for a machine tool. Such a control system
is arranged for each axis to constitute a composite control system such as the one shown in Fig. 32.
[0004] Referring to Fig. 31, a position command value generation means 1 inputs a target value to a control means
2. A controlled object 3 feeds back a controlled amount corresponding to a control input, supplied from the control
means 2, to another system or the control means 2. The control means 2 has gains Wo and Wc/K and a transfer coef-
ficient Wa/s. The controlled object 3 has transfer coefficients K/S and 1/S.
[0005] Referring to Fig. 32, position command value generation means 1a and 1b are arranged for the respective axes
to input target values to control means 2a and 2b for the respective axes. Controlled objects 3a and 3b for the respective
axes feed back controlled amounts corresponding to control inputs, supplied from the control means 2a and 2b, to other
systems or the control means 2a and 2b.
[0006] As described above, in a conventional machine tool, provided that a circular trace is to be drawn with reference
to two axes, each position control system is constituted by the position command value generation means 1, the con-
trolled object 3, and the control means 2. Each position command value generation means 1 outputs a target posi-
tion/course command signal. The controlled object has a drive means to physically move. Each control means 2
receives a position command value for each axis component from the position signal generation means 1 and a state
amount representing the state of the controlled object 3 and outputs a control input to the controlled object 3 constituted
by the corresponding drive means.
[0007] When, therefore, position command values for the respective axis components are output from the position
command value generation means 1a and 1b, the corresponding controlled objects are simultaneously position-control-
led by the control means 2a and 2b for the respective axes, thereby drawing a circular trace. As shown in Fig. 31, the
position control system for each axis is a control system having a position control loop having a relatively low gain and
a velocity control loop located inside the position control loop and having a relatively high gain. This control system is
characterized in that high rigidity can be set against disturbances owing to the high gain of the velocity control loop, and
a response without excessive impact on a mechanical system can be easily obtained owing to the low gain of the posi-
tion control loop. Furthermore, by providing integration characteristics for a compensator of the velocity control loop, the
rigidity against disturbances can be greatly increased, thereby eliminating positional errors with respect to stepwise
torque disturbances.
[0008] Fig. 33 is a block diagram showing a position control system model of a conventional numerical control appa-
ratus.
[0009] Referring to Fig. 33, a target value generation means 11 outputs target positions 12a and 12b associated with
the respective control axes to control means 13a and 13b. Controlled objects 14a and 14b corresponding to the respec-
tive axes output controlled amounts 15a and 15b based on control inputs from the control means 13a and 13b. In addi-
tion, referring to Fig. 33, a position control system and a velocity control system have loop gains Wo and Wc,
respectively, and a constant K is determined by the inertia of a drive system and the gain of a driver.
[0010] First, the target value generation means 11 calculates target positions corresponding to the respective control
axes in accordance with a target course and a target velocity. Position control systems for the respective axes are then
formed to follow up the target values, and are independently controlled for the respective axes. When the synchronous
relationship between course command values for the respective axes, supplied as target values, are accurately main-
tained, and the control feed amounts of the respective axes are sufficiently small in a follow-up operation, target course
control can be performed by this method.
[0011] Fig. 34 is a schematic view showing an axial feed control system of a conventional position control apparatus.
[0012] Referring to Fig. 34, a position 32 of the X axis indicates the distance between the centrobaric position of an
X axis movable member 35 and an external reference point 31, and a position 33 of the Y axis indicates the distance
between the centrobaric position of a Y axis movable member 36 and the centrobaric position of the X axis. A position
3 of the Z axis indicates the distance between the centrobaric position of the Y axis movable member 36 and the exter-
nal reference position 31. Control inputs are thrusts 37 and 38 acting on the X and Y axis movable members 35 and 36
in the horizontal direction. In practice, the thrusts 37 and 38 are obtained by supplying power to linear motors or the like.
[0013] It is an object of the positioning apparatus for controlling such a composite system to cause the Z axis to reach
a target position as soon as possible with limited power and quickly eliminate the influence of disturbances on the Z axis
when the disturbances act on the system.
[0014] Fig. 35 is a block diagram showing a control arrangement in the axial feed control system of the position control
apparatus shown Fig. 34. The operation of the arrangement will be described below.
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[0015] When a target value generation means 41 outputs a target value signal 42 as a position target value for the Z
axis, a coarse feed X axis 52a starts to move, and a position (X axis controlled amount) 50a as a controlled amount
moves close to the target value. In this case, when a positional error (X axis error signal) 44 becomes smaller than a
set value, a determination means 43 supplies the current positional error 44, as a position command value (Y axis tar-
get value), to a Y axis 52b. If the positional error 44 is larger than the set value, the position command value 45 to the
Y axis becomes "0". The Y axis moves to coincide with the position command value 45. As a result, a Z axis controlled
amount 54 as the sum of the X axis controlled amount 50a and a Y axis controlled amount 50b coincides with the posi-
tion target value 42 for the Z axis.

[0016] In a controller 55, the following are set: a Y axis error signal 46, an X axis compensator 47a, a Y axis compen-
sator 47b, an X axis control input 48a, a Y axis control input 48b, an X axis controlled object 49a, a Y axis controlled
object 49b, a controlled amount 50b, an X axis velocity 51a, and a Y axis velocity 51b.
[0017] Although the adder (determination means) 43 exists conceptually but does not exist in the actual control sys-
tem. The controller 55 has gains Wo1, Wo2, M1, and M2 and transfer functions K1/S, K2/S, and 1/S.
[0018] Fig. 36 shows the response characteristics of the axial feed control system of the position control apparatus
shown in Fig. 35. Referring to Fig. 36, the abscissa indicates time (msec); and the ordinate, target values. Note that the
target value for the Z axis changes in the form of a ramp, and the final value is "10".
[0019] As shown in Fig. 36, when the determination means 43 is set such that the Y axis starts to move when the
positional error becomes 0.21, it takes about 36 (msec) for the Z axis to reach 0.2% of the target value. The maximum
accelerations required for the movement in this case are 1,834 (rad/sec2) for the X axis and 1,284 (rad/sec2) for the Y
axis. The maximum accelerations are substantially proportional to the power required to move the axes. Since the
power which can be normally used is limited, the accelerations must be minimized. In addition, since a vibration pro-
duced by a mechanical system is proportional to an acceleration, the maximum accelerations must be minimized.
[0020] In the above-described position control method, however, the following problems are posed.  The method
is based on the assumption that the response speeds of the respective axes are completely the same.  In order to
increase the course precision, the gain of the position control loop must be set to be high.  In order to obtain high
rigidity against disturbances, the gain of the velocity control loop must be set to be high.
[0021] These problems posed in the conventional position control method when course control of a position control
system is performed by using two axes, i.e., the X and Y axes, will be described in detail below with reference to an X-
Y plotter with two orthogonal axes and the like.
[0022] In order to draw a circle on a plane defined by two straight axes, i.e., the X and Y axes, for example, a sine
(sin) wave and a cosine (cos) wave are given, as position target values, to the X and Y axes. An accurate circle can be
drawn by causing the X and Y axes to perfectly follow up these target values.
[0023] Fig. 37 is a chart showing traces drawn by an X-Y plotter with two orthogonal axes to which the conventional
position control method is applied.
[0024] As shown in Fig. 37, a trace C0 is a target circular trace. In the conventional method, the response speeds of
the X and Y axes are set to be the same value. When the position control loop gains for the X and Y axes are set to be
the same, as described above, a trace C1 is obtained. The trace C1 becomes a circular trace, although it has a radius
smaller than that of the target circle except at the start and end points. In order to examine the problem , the position
control loop gains of the X and Y axes are set to be different values to perform course control upon changing the
response speeds of the X and Y axes. In this case, a trace C2 is obtained. As is apparent, the trace C2 does not coin-
cide with the target circle but becomes an ellipse. It is understood from this example why the X and Y axes need to have
the same response speed.
[0025] The relationship between the course precision and the gain of the position control loop, which corresponds to
the problem , will be examined below. Assume that the X and Y axes have the same response speed. In this case,
the trace C1 is obtained, which is a follow-up trace corresponding to a target course set when the response speeds of
the X and Y axes are the same. In this example, the follow-up trace also causes an error with respect to the target circle.
In this case, if the course error between the target circular course and the follow-up trace in a normal state is repre-
sented by a radius reduction amount dR,  (where Vo is the velocity, R is the radius, and Wo is the
position loop gain). Therefore, when a circle is to be drawn upon setting a circle defined by the velocity Vo and the radius
R as a target trace, the course error is reduced in inverse proportion to the square of the position loop gain Wo. In other
words, in order to draw a circle with high precision, a gain Wc of the velocity control loop inside the position control loop
must be set to be high.
[0026] In general, however, when the gain of the velocity control loop is set to be high, vibration of the mechanical
system is caused. For this reason, the gain cannot be set to be higher than a given value. Therefore, it is difficult to set
a high position loop gain, and it is more difficult to make the precision of a trace fall within a target course error as the
velocity of a target circular trace is increased and the radius of the circle is decreased.
[0027] The problem  will be examined next with reference to Fig. 38.
[0028] Fig. 38 is a chart showing traces drawn by an X-Y plotter with two orthogonal axes to which the conventional
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position control method is applied, when disturbances are applied.

[0029] Referring to Fig. 38, a trace C0 is a target circular trace, and a trace C1 is a trace drawn when no disturbances
are present. A trace C2 is a response trace obtained when a stepwise acceleration disturbance is applied to the X axis
while a circle is drawn. As indicated by the trace C2, when disturbances are applied to a controlled object, the course
error is increased. A trace C3 is a response trace obtained when the gain of the velocity control loop of the same system
is doubled. In this case, the course error with respect to the same acceleration disturbance is smaller than that of the
trace C2, indicating that an increase in velocity loop gain leads to the suppression of disturbances.
[0030] As has been described above, however, the gain of the velocity control loop is limited because an increase in
gain causes vibration of the mechanical system. In addition, as the gain of the velocity control loop is increased, the
acceleration required to suppress disturbances increases. Therefore, it is very difficult to perform course control with
high precision while suppressing the influence of disturbances.
[0031] In order to perform course control with higher precision by the control method in the numerical control appa-
ratus shown in Fig. 33, the loop gain of the position control system needs to be increased or a feed forward control sys-
tem needs to be formed to improve the follow-up characteristics of a servo system. If, however, the follow-up
characteristics of the servo system are improved, the following new problems are posed. That is, the capacity of a motor
driver is increased, and high-frequency vibration is caused in a mechanical system, resulting in a deterioration in posi-
tional precision.
[0032] For this reason, an increase in precision must be realized without using large accelerations, and hence high-
speed, high-precision course control needs to be performed by properly accelerating/decelerating the apparatus with-
out using an excessive torque. When a simple straight light or curve is to be drawn, only a simple calculation is required,
and it is relatively easy to properly increase/decrease a target value. However, it is difficult to properly
increase/decrease a target value and perform high-speed, high-precision course control when a free curve, a straight
line, and a curve are connected to each other complicatedly. In this case, in properly accelerating/decelerating the
apparatus, it is important to reduce not only the maximum accelerations but also vibration components included in the
acceleration components.
[0033] If a satisfactory response speed cannot be obtained in the two-axis control system shown in Fig. 36, the gains
(Wo1, Wo2, M1, and M2) of the control system shown in Fig. 35 must be increased to increase the response speed and
improve the rigidity. However, with an increase in gain, the maximum accelerations required for movement increase,
requiring large power. In addition, when the gains are set to be high, the frequency band of the control system is
expanded, causing vibration of the mechanical system. As a result, the convergence characteristics with respect to a
target value may deteriorate. Furthermore, this arrangement requires a switching operation near a positional error
determination value. Under certain conditions, this switching may cause self-excited oscillation. In this case, the con-
vergence characteristics with respect to a target value deteriorate.
[0034] In conventional control apparatuses, such as a position control apparatus, a velocity control apparatus, and a
temperature control apparatus, a plurality of controlled objects to be simultaneously controlled are present in a compos-
ite state. Various types of control operations are performed to cause such a composite control system to reach a target
value at a high speed with limited power. For example, a position control apparatus has a control system for a composite
system such as the one shown in Fig. 45, in which the first axis for coarse feed and the second axis for fine feed are
respectively defined as the X and Y axes, and the Z axis is an axis indicating a position where the X and Y axes are
synthesized. Control in such a position control apparatus will be described below.
[0035] Fig. 45 is a schematic view showing an axis feed control system of a conventional position control apparatus.
[0036] Referring to Fig. 45, a position 2 of the X axis indicates the distance between the centrobaric position of an X
axis movable member 5 and an external reference point 1, and a position 3 of the Y axis indicates the distance between
the centrobaric position of a Y axis movable member 6 and the centrobaric position of the X axis. A position 4 of the Z
axis indicates the distance between the centrobaric position of the Y axis movable member 6 and the external reference
point 1. In addition, control inputs are thrusts 7 and 8 acting on the X and Y movable members 5 and 6 in the horizontal
direction. In practice, the thrusts 7 and 8 are obtained by supplying power to linear motors or the like.
[0037] It is an object of the positioning apparatus for controlling such a composite system to cause the Z axis to reach
a target position as soon as possible with limited power and quickly eliminate the influence of disturbances on the Z axis
when the disturbances act on the system.
[0038] Fig. 46 is a block diagram showing the first control arrangement in the axial feed control system of the position
control apparatus shown in Fig. 45. The operation of the arrangement will be described below.
[0039] Upon reception of a target value signal 12, as a position target value for the Z axis, from a target value gener-
ation means 11, an X axis 22a for coarse feed starts to move, and a position (X axis controlled amount) 20a as a con-
trolled amount moves close to the target value. In this case, when a positional error (X axis error signal) 14 becomes
smaller than a given set value, a determination means 13 supplies the current positional error 14, as a position com-
mand value (Y axis target value) 15, to a Y axis 22b. When the positional error 14 is larger than the set value, the posi-
tion command value 15 to the Y axis becomes "0". The Y axis 22b moves in accordance with the position command
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value 15. As a result, a Z axis controlled amount 24 as the sum of an X axis controlled amount 20a and a Y axis con-
trolled amount 20b coincides with the position target value 12 associated with the Z axis.

[0040] In a controller 25, the following are set: a Y axis error signal 16, an X axis compensator 17a, a Y axis compen-
sator 17b, an X axis control input 18a, a Y axis control input 18b, an X axis controlled object 19a, a Y axis controlled
object 19b, a Y axis controlled amount 20b, an X axis velocity 21a, and a Y axis velocity 21b.
[0041] Although the adder 13 (determination means) exists conceptually but does not exist in the actual control sys-
tem. The controller 25 has gains Wo1, Wo2, M1, and M2 and transfer functions K1/S, K2/S, and 1/S.
[0042] Figs. 47 and 48 show the response characteristics of the axial feed control system of the position control appa-
ratus shown in Fig. 46. Referring to Figs. 47 and 48, the abscissa indicates time (msec); and the ordinate, target values.
Note that these graphs respectively correspond to cases where target values associated with the Z axis are set to be
"1" and "10".
[0043] As shown in Fig. 47, if the determination means 13 is set such that the Y axis starts to move when the posi-
tional error becomes 0.01, it takes about 30 (msec) for the Z axis to reach 0.1% of the target value. In this case, the
maximum accelerations required for the movement are 1,600 (rad/sec2) for the X axis and 1,870 (rad/sec2) for the Y
axis. The maximum accelerations are substantially proportional to the power required to move the axes. Since the
power which can be normally used is limited, the accelerations must be minimized. In addition, since a vibration pro-
duced by a mechanical system is proportional to an acceleration, the maximum accelerations must be minimized. Fur-
thermore, this arrangement requires a switching operation near a positional error determination value. Under certain
conditions, this switching may cause self-excited oscillation. In this case, the convergence characteristics with respect
to a target value deteriorate.
[0044] As shown in Fig. 48, if the determination means 13 is set such that the Y axis starts to move when the posi-
tional error becomes 0.21, it takes about 30 (msec) for the Z axis to reach 0.1% of the target value. In this case, the
maximum accelerations required for the movement are 2,300 (rad/sec2) for the X axis and the 2,500 (rad/sec2) for the
Y axis.
[0045] The behavior of the control system against disturbances will be described below with reference to Figs. 49 and
50.
[0046] Fig. 49 is a block diagram showing the second control arrangement in the axial feed control system of the posi-
tion control apparatus shown in Fig. 45. The same reference numerals in Fig. 49 denote the same parts as in Fig. 46.
[0047] Referring to Fig. 49, disturbances 26a and 26b are respectively applied to the X and Y axes.
[0048] Fig. 50 is a graph showing the behavior of the axial feed control system of the position control apparatus shown
in Fig. 46 against the disturbances. Referring to Fig. 50, the abscissa indicates time (sec); and the ordinate, target val-
ues. Note that this graph corresponds to a case where a target value associated with the Z axis is set to be "10".
[0049] When, for example, any force is applied, as the disturbance 26a, to an X axis 22a, the velocity and position of
the X axis 22a as a controlled object deviate from a target position and a target velocity owing to the disturbance 26a,
thus causing a deviation. In this case, the control system operates in the same manner as in the case where a deviation
is caused when a target value is applied. More specifically, an X axis compensator 17a generates a thrust to reduce this
deviation to "0", thus moving the X axis 22a. When the positional error of the X axis 22a becomes smaller than a set
value in a determination means 13, the Y axis starts to move, thus quickly reducing the deviation caused by the distur-
bance to "0". As shown in Fig. 50, for example, when the stepwise disturbance 26a is applied to the X axis 22a, the X
axis 22a operates to reduce the positional error to "0" by itself at first. At time 0.175 (sec), a stepwise disturbance is
applied to the X axis, and the X axis operates to reduce the positional error to "0" by itself at first. At around time 0.3
(sec), the positional error becomes smaller than the set value in the determination means 13, and the X axis starts to
move.
[0050] Since control of the conventional composite system is performed in the above-described manner, if the satis-
factory response speed, rigidity, and the like cannot be obtained with the response characteristics shown in Fig. 47, the
gains Wo1, Wo2, M1, and M2 of the control system are increased to obtain a satisfactory response speed, rigidity, and
the like. If, however, the above-mentioned gains Wo1, Wo2, M1, and M2 are increased, the frequency band of the con-
trol system is expanded to cause vibration of the mechanical system, resulting in a deterioration in convergence char-
acteristics with respect to a target value. In addition, this arrangement requires a switching operation near a positional
error determination value. Under certain conditions, this switching may cause self-excited oscillation, causing a deteri-
oration in convergence characteristics with respect to a set target value. It is, therefore, difficult to increase the response
speed and improve rigidity in control of the composite system.
[0051] In addition, if the satisfactory response speed and rigidity cannot be obtained with the response characteristics
with respect to the disturbance shown in Fig. 49, the gains Wo1, Wo2, M1, and M2 of the control system are increased
to obtain a satisfactory response speed, rigidity, and the like. If, however, the gains Wo1, Wo2, M1, and M2 are
increased, the maximum accelerations required for the movement are increased, requiring large power. Furthermore,
similar to the above-described case, if the gains are increased, vibration of the mechanical system is caused, and con-
vergence characteristics with respect to a target value deteriorate. It is, therefore, difficult to increase the response
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speed and improve rigidity with respect to disturbances in control of the composite system.

[0052] A control system of the type considered hereinabove is disclosed in an article by Akihiro Suzuki et al, entitled
'Design and Implementation of Digital Servo Controller for High Speed Machine Tools' (Proceedings of the 1991 Amer-
ican Control Conference, Boston, Massechusetts, June 26-28 1991).
[0053] The present invention has been made to solve the above problems, and has its object to provide a composite
system course control method and apparatus which can perform high-speed, high-precision course control without
increasing the gain of each control system by calculating/outputting control inputs for minimising a predetermined eval-
uation function while causing target values set for reality axes as controlled objects, state amounts from the respective
controlled objects, and disturbances to interfere with a target value set for a virtual axis as a virtual controlled object, a
state amount from the virtual controlled object, and disturbances.
[0054] According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a composite control system course control
apparatus for controlling the movement of a controlled object, the apparatus comprising means for generating a target
value vector R representing the desired target position of the controlled object; means for determining an output vector
y indicative of the controlled object, where  and where:

where X is the state vector of the controlled object, W is a determined disturbance vector and A, B, C and D are weight-
ing scalars; and control means for calculating and outputting a control vector U for causing movement of the controlled
object on the basis of minimising an evaluation function J where:

(1)

where k is time, m is the integration time and Q and H are weighting scalars.
[0055] Embodiments of the present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which:

Fig. 1 is block diagram for explaining the arrangement of a composite system course control apparatus according
to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a chart showing traces drawn by the course control apparatus in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing another arrangement of the composite system course control apparatus shown
in Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a block diagram for explaining the arrangement of a composite system course control apparatus according
to the second embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a chart showing traces drawn by the course control apparatus in Fig. 4;
Fig. 6 is a graph showing response characteristics with respect to target values in the course control apparatus in
Fig. 4;
Fig. 7 is a chart showing a physically analyzed state of the response characteristics shown in Fig. 6;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram for explaining the basic arrangement of a course control apparatus according to the third
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing the detailed arrangement of an apparatus having a composite control system to
which the course control apparatus according to the third embodiment of the present invention is applied;
Figs. 10A and 10B are block diagrams showing arrangements of the controlled object models shown in Fig. 9;
Figs. 11A and 11B are graphs, each showing the relationship between an increase in position target value of a tar-
get course and an acceleration component in the composite system course control apparatus according to one
embodiment of the present invention;
Figs. 12A and 12B are charts showing course follow-up characteristics with respect to the target values shown in
Figs. 11A and 11B;
Fig. 13 is a graph showing the acceleration response waveforms, of the X and Y axes, corresponding to the follow-
up characteristics shown in Figs. 11A to 12B;
Fig. 14 is a graph showing the acceleration response waveforms, of the X and Y axes, corresponding to the follow-
up characteristics shown in Figs. 11A to 12B;
Fig. 15 is a graph showing the acceleration response waveforms, of the X and Y axes, corresponding to the follow-
up characteristics shown in Figs. 11A to 12B;
Fig. 16 is a graph showing the acceleration response waveforms, of the X and Y axes, corresponding to the follow-

y = CX

X (k+1) = A (k)X (k) + B (k)U (k) + D (k)W (k)

J (k ) = {(R (i ) - y (i ))
TQ (i )(R (i ) - y (i )) + U T

(i ) H (i )U (i )}
i =k

i =k +m

∑
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up characteristics shown in Figs. 11A to 12B;

Figs. 17A and 17B are views showing methods of selecting interpolation points for target courses in the course con-
trol apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 18 is a view for explaining a target curve course error in the course control apparatus according to one embod-
iment of the present invention;
Fig. 19 is a view showing a vector analysis chart of the area components of the target curve course error shown in
Fig. 18;
Figs. 20A and 20B are views showing the transfer functions of controlled objects in the course control apparatus
according to one embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 21 is a chart showing traces of a target course and a follow-up coarse in the course control apparatus accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present ivention;
Fig. 22 is a block diagram for explaining the basic arrangement of a course control apparatus according to the
fourth embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 23 is a chart showing the relationship between a target course and a follow-up course in the course control
apparatus shown in Fig. 22;
Fig. 24 is a graph showing course error characteristics in the course control apparatus in Fig. 22;
Fig. 25 is a graph showing course error characteristics in the course control apparatus in Fig. 22;
Fig. 26 is a graph showing course error characteristics in the course control apparatus in Fig. 22;
Fig. 27 is a block diagram for explaining the basic arrangement of a course control apparatus according to the fifth
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 28 is a graph showing the response characteristics of the respective axes with respect to ramp target values
in the course control apparatus in Fig. 27;
Fig. 29 is a graph showing response characteristics with respect to target values in the course control apparatus in
Fig. 27;
Fig. 30 is a chart showing a physically analyzed state of the response characteristics shown in Fig. 29;
Fig. 31 is a block diagram showing a position control system model of a machine tool;
Fig. 32 is a block diagram showing the loop control arrangement of a conventional two-axis system position control
apparatus;
Fig. 33 is a block diagram showing a position control system model of a conventional numerical control apparatus;
Fig. 34 is a schematic view showing an axial feed control system of a conventional position control apparatus;
Fig. 35 is a block diagram showing a control arrangement in the axial feed control system of the position control
apparatus in Fig. 34;
Fig. 36 is a graph showing the response characteristics of the axial feed control system of the position control appa-
ratus in Fig. 35;
Fig. 37 is a chart showing traces drawn by an X-Y plotter with two orthogonal axes to which a conventional position
control method is applied;
Fig. 38 is a chart showing traces drawn by the X-Y plotter with two orthogonal axes to which a conventional position
control method is applied, at the time of disturbance application;
Fig. 39 is a block diagram for explaining the arrangement of a composite system control apparatus according to the
sixth embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 40 is a block diagram for explaining the arrangement of the composite system control apparatus according to
the sixth embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 41 is a graph showing the control response characteristics of the composite system shown in Figs. 39 and 40;
Fig. 42 is a graph showing the convergence characteristics of the composite system in Figs. 39 and 40 with respect
to target values;
Fig. 43 is a graph showing step response convergence characteristics at the time of disturbance application in the
composite system control apparatus according to one embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 44 is a graph showing convergence characteristics with respect to target values at the time of disturbance
application in the composite system control apparatus according to one embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 45 is a schematic view showing an axis feed control system of a conventional position control apparatus;
Fig. 46 is a block diagram showing the first control arrangement in the axial feed control system of the position con-
trol apparatus shown in Fig. 45;
Fig. 47 is a graph showing the response characteristics of the axial feed control system of the position control appa-
ratus shown in Fig. 46;
Fig. 48 is a graph showing the response characteristics of the axial feed control system of the position control appa-
ratus shown in Fig. 46;
Fig. 49 is a block diagram showing the second control arrangement in the axial feed control system of the position
control apparatus shown in Fig. 45;
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Fig. 50 is a graph showing the behavior of the axial feed control system of the position control apparatus shown in
Fig. 46 with respect to disturbances; and

Fig. 51 is a flow chart showing processing in the control means (104a, 140b) shown in Fig. 1, in which a suffix at
the upper right position of each symbol indicates the first or second axis, and a suffix at the lower right position of
each symbol indicates a sampling timing.

[First Embodiment]

[0056] Fig. 1 is a block diagram for explaining the arrangement of a composite system course control apparatus
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0057] Referring to Fig. 1, position command value generation means 100a and 100b respectively output target val-
ues associated with the respective axes to control means 104a and 104b for the respective axes. The control means
104a and 104b, each having a CPU, a ROM, and a RAM (none of which are shown), respectively calculate control
means 104a and 104b for minimizing an evaluation function J(k) defined by equation (1) by using an evaluation function
obtained by integrating the evaluation function J(k) by a finite time in a quadratic form, on the basis of inputs I1a, I2a,
I3a, I1b, I2b, and I3b. The control means 104a and 104b then output the control inputs 104a and 104b to controlled
objects 102a and 102b, respectively. Note that in order to minimize the evaluation function represented by equation (1)
in a quadratic form, the above-mentioned control means perform calculation by a DP (dynamic programming) method.
[0058] By executing processing based on Fig. 51 on the basis of values obtained from the above-mentioned evalua-
tion function and the like, control is performed as follows:

(1)

where R is the target value vector, y (= CX) is the output vector indicating a X state vector, U is the control input vector,
k is time, M is the integration time, and Q and H are weighting functions.
[0059] Each of the weighting functions Q and H includes either  or , (where
R is the target vector, y is the follow-up course vector, e (= R - Y) is the course error vector, ∆y is the follow-up course
velocity vector, and ∆R is the target value velocity vector), or an element term mathematically equivalent thereto.
[0060] Assume that the characteristics of the controlled objects 102a and 102b are represented by equation (2):

(2)

U k = F 0kX + 1F k+1R i+ k+1FR
i =2

M

∑

F 0 = -B MG TS M-1φ

F 1 = B MG TC TQ k+1

F i = B MG TPM
T + 1-i ggg PM

T
-1C TQ k+1

B M-j = [G TS M-j-1G + H k+j]
-1

P M-j = [I - GB M-jG
TS M-j-1]φ

S M-j = φ TS M-j-1P M-j + C TQ k+jC

S 0 = C TQ k+MC

J (k) = {(R (i) - y (i))
TQ (i)(R (i) - y (i))+ U(i )

T H (i)U (i)}
i =k

i =k +M

∑

|e| 2*|∆R| 2 - (e,∆R) 2 |e| 2*|∆y| 2 - (e,∆y) 2

X (k+1) = A (k)X (k) + B (k)U (k) + D (k)W (k)
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where X is the state vector, U is the control input vector, and W is the disturbance vector. Assume that the state vector
X, the control input vector U, and the disturbance vector W are determined as follows:

X1: X axis position X2: X axis velocity
X3: Y axis position X4: Y axis velocity
X5: Z axis position X6: Z axis velocity

U1: X axis control input U2: Y axis control input
U3: Z axis control input

W1: X axis disturbance input W2: Y axis disturbance input W3: Z axis disturbance input

[0061] In this case, the X and Y axes are control axes which exist in reality, whereas the Z axis is a virtual control axis
which does not exist in reality.
[0062] Assume that a target value for the Z axis is the position of "0" at a start point and moves to a certain position
at a constant velocity, and target values for the X and Y axes start to move therefrom. The position of the Z axis is held
while the target values for the X and Y axes move. The Z axis returns to the position of "0" at the same velocity as that
in the starting operation when the target values for the X and Y axes stop. In addition, assume that the disturbance act-
ing on the X axis can be measured in advance.
[0063] Note that the evaluation function defined by equation (1) can be represented as equation (3) in the form of time
integration of a finite time interval between the current time and finite future time, as follows:

(3)

where R is the target value vector, y (= CX) is the output vector, X is the state vector, U is the control input vector, t is
time, tM is the integration time, and Q and H are the weight functions.
[0064] A state of a course error in a case where circular traces are drawn by using the composite system course con-
trol apparatus shown in Fig. 1 will be described below with reference to Fig. 2.
[0065] Fig. 2 shows traces drawn by an X-Y plotter with two orthogonal axes to which the course control apparatus
shown in Fig. 1 is applied. In order to show an improved state of a course error, Fig. 2 is caused to correspond to a state
where the error is increased 10 times in the radial direction.
[0066] Referring to Fig. 2, a trace C0 is a target circular trace, a trace C1 is drawn in the absence of disturbances,
and a trace C2 is drawn when a stepwise disturbance is applied. For comparison with the prior art, in the case shown
in Fig. 2, the same target position commands as those in the case shown in Fig. 38 are given to the X and Y axes, and
the same disturbance as that in the case shown in Fig. 38 is applied to the X axis.
[0067] In addition, in this embodiment, parameters are selected such that when the same acceleration disturbance
as that in Fig. 38 is applied, the same maximum accelerations as those in the prior art are used to suppress the distur-
bance. In this case, with the same maximum accelerations, the radius error with respect to the same disturbance is
reduced to about 1/10 that in the prior art. That is, an increase in precision can be achieved. In this case, setting of the
same maximum accelerations means that the power consumption of the driver of each motor is the same as that in the
prior art, provided that disturbances, friction, and the like are neglected. Therefore, by the control method of the embod-
iment, better follow-up characteristics with respect to a target value and better rigidity against disturbances can be
obtained, while course control can be performed at a higher speed and with higher precision by the drivers having the
same capacities as those in the prior art. In addition, accelerations cause vibration of the mechanical system. With the
same maximum accelerations, the control method of the embodiment can perform course control at a higher speed with
higher precision than the conventional method having the vibration of the mechanical system. The weighting function Q
in the evaluation function defined by equation (1) is a function of the magnitude of the target value vector R, but the

X = AX + BU + DW

X = (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6)

U = (U1, U2, U3)

W = (W1, W2, W3)

J (t ) = {(R (τ) - y (τ))
TQ (τ)(R (τ) - y (τ)) + U(τ)

T H (τ)}dτ
t

t +t M

∫
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weighting function H is a constant value. Note that the weighting function H may also be a function of the magnitude of
the target value vector R in accordance with the purpose of control.

[0068] The above-described embodiment is based on the assumption that disturbances can be measured in advance.
However, a simpler control arrangement can be realized by using a disturbance signal predicted from, e.g., a course
target value and a controlled object model. For example, in a machine tool, nonlinear friction caused when the machine
moved in a reverse direction can be predicted from a controlled object model and a target command value. By using
this friction as a disturbance signal, the present invention can be easily applied to the machine tool. Furthermore, in
order to measure a disturbance signal, a detector for measuring a disturbance signal may be arranged independently
of a state amount detector.
[0069] Fig. 3 is a block diagram for explaining another arrangement of the composite system course control apparatus
shown in Fig. 1. More specifically, this arrangement corresponds to a case where control is performed by using a virtual
axis, i.e., a case where two reality axes (X and Y axes) as controlled objects and one virtual axis (Z axis) as a control
system are combined together.
[0070] Referring to Fig. 3, a position command value generation means 110 supplies target values for the respective
axes (X and Y axes) to control means 114 and 120. The control means 114 includes a CPU, a ROM, and a RAM to
perform minimization processing on the basis of an evaluation function corresponding to equation (1). A controlled
object 112 receives each axis control input from the control means 114 and moves each axis by a predetermined
amount. Disturbance measurement means 113a and 113b supply measured disturbances to the control means 114
and 120, the controlled object 112, and a virtual controlled object 115, respectively.
[0071] A virtual position command value generation means 116 supplies a target value for one virtual axis (to be
referred to as the Z axis) to the control means 114 and 120.
[0072] In the course control apparatus having the above-described arrangement, when the position command value
generation means 110 constituting a target value production means 118 generates target values for moving the control-
led objects as the reality axes by predetermined amounts, and the virtual position command value generation means
116 generates a virtual target value for moving the virtual controlled object as the virtual axis based on the reality axes,
the control means 114 and 120 receive the generated virtual target value and target values, a virtual state amount from
the virtual controlled object, state amounts from the controlled objects, the first disturbance signal with respect to the
virtual controlled object, the second disturbance signal with respect to the controlled objects, and calculate control
inputs and a virtual control input which optimize a predetermined first evaluation function (equation (1) or the like). The
control means 114 and 120 then output the calculated control inputs and virtual control input to the corresponding vir-
tual controlled object and control objects. With this operation, control inputs which can minimize the course error without
changing the maximum accelerations with respect to disturbances can be output.
[0073] As described above, the composite system course control apparatus shown in Fig. 3 is characterized in that a
virtual course command signal for a virtual controlled object is obtained from course command signals for the reality
controlled objects.
[0074] Note that the virtual axis may be replaced with N spatial reality axes and M virtual axes (N and M are arbitrary
integers). Although the embodiment is characterized by introducing a virtual axis (controlled object) which does not
exist, that the virtual axis does not exist means that the virtual axis is not associated with the purpose of control. How-
ever, whether the virtual axis Z physically exist or not is irrelevant to the embodiment. That is, the virtual axis Z may
physically exist, but its purpose is to control the X and Y axes. Therefore, whether the virtual axis Z (an axis set such
that the state amount of a virtual controlled object which does not physically exist has a mathematically orthogonal rela-
tionship with the state amount of a controlled amount which exists) actually moves is not irrelevant to the embodiment.
[0075] In the above-described embodiment, an evaluation function is employed in consideration of disturbances
applied to the respective courses. However, a predetermined evaluation function may be determined on the basis of the
state amounts of the controlled objects 102a and 102b and output signals from the position command value generation
means 100a and 100b so that the control means 104a and 104b respectively determine control inputs to the controlled
objects 102a and 102b.
[0076] As described above, according to the composite system course control method of the present invention, target
values for moving controlled objects as reality axes by desired amounts and a virtual target value for moving a virtual
controlled object as a virtual axis based on the reality axes are generated, and control inputs for optimizing a predeter-
mined first evaluation function and a virtual control input are calculated by inputting the generated virtual target value
and target values, a virtual state amount from the virtual controlled object, state amounts from the controlled objects,
the first disturbance signal with respect to the virtual controlled object, and second disturbance signals with respect to
the controlled objects. The calculated control inputs and virtual control input are then output to the corresponding virtual
controlled object and controlled objects, thereby minimizing the course errors without changing the maximum acceler-
ations with respect to the disturbances.
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[Second Embodiment]

[0077] Fig. 4 is a block diagram for explaining the arrangement of a composite system course control apparatus
according to the second embodiment of the present invention.
[0078] Referring to Fig. 4, a position command value generation means 121 outputs a target value for each reality
controlled object 122 as two spatial reality axes to a control means 123a and outputs the same target value to a control
means 128 for controlling a virtual controlled object 124. Similarly, a virtual position command value generation means
125 outputs a virtual target value for the virtual controlled object 124 to a control means 123b and outputs the same
virtual target value to the control means 123a. Each of the control means 123a and 123b includes a CPU, a RAM, and
a ROM. Each control means receives state amounts corresponding to the reality axis control system and the virtual
axis, the above-mentioned virtual target value, and the above-mentioned target value, and calculates control inputs and
a virtual control input which optimize an evaluation function based on equation (1). These control inputs are then output
to reality controlled object 122 and the virtual controlled object 124, respectively.
[0079] Assume that a state equation X in equation (1) is determined as follows:

X1: X axis position X2: X axis velocity
X2: Y axis position X4: Y axis velocity
X5: Z axis position X6: Z axis velocity

U1: X axis control input U2: Y axis control input
U3: Z axis control input

[0080] In this case, the X and Y axes are control axes which exist in reality, but the Z axis is a virtual control axis which
does not exist in reality and which is a characteristic feature of the present invention. Although the Z axis may exist in
reality, an arbitrary controlled object which does not exist and a target value are introduced in accordance with the pur-
pose of control. In this embodiment, the characteristics of the Z axis are set to be the same as those of the X axis.
Assume that a target value for the Z axis is at the position of "0" at a start point and moves to a certain position at a
constant velocity, and target values for the X and Y axes start to move therefrom. The Z axis returns to the position of
"0" at the same velocity as that in the starting operation when the target values for the X and Y axes stop.
[0081] A state of a course error in a case where circular traces are drawn by using the composite system course con-
trol apparatus shown in Fig. 3 will be described below-with reference to Fig. 5.
[0082] Fig. 5 shows traces drawn by using the composite system course control apparatus shown in Fig. 4, e.g., an
X-Y plotter with two orthogonal axes. In order to show an improved state of a course error, Fig. 5 is caused to corre-
spond to a state where the error is increased 20 times in the radial direction.
[0083] Referring to Fig. 5, the broken line indicates a target circular trace; and the solid line, a controlled trace.
[0084] For comparison with the prior art, in the case shown in Fig. 5, the same target position commands as those in
the case shown in Fig. 38 are given to the X and Y axes, and the same disturbance as that in the case shown in Fig. 38
is applied to the X axis.
[0085] In addition, in this embodiment, parameters are selected to set the same maximum accelerations as those in
the conventional method shown in Fig. 38. In this case, with the same maximum accelerations, the radius error with
respect to the same disturbance is reduced to about 1/10 that in the prior art. That is, an increase in precision can be
achieved. In other words, if the target velocity is changed to set the same radius error as that in the conventional control
method, the control method of the embodiment allows the corresponding axis to move at a velocity about three times
that in the conventional control method, thus realizing high-speed control.
[0086] In this case, setting of the same maximum accelerations means that the power consumption of the driver of
each motor is the same as that in the prior art, provided that disturbances, friction, and the like are neglected. In addi-
tion, accelerations cause vibration of the mechanical system. With the same maximum accelerations, the control
method of the embodiment can perform course control at a higher speed with higher precision than the conventional
method owing to the vibration of the mechanical system.
[0087] In the above-described embodiment, by controlling the controlled object having two spatial axes which exist in
reality and one virtual axis, a high-precision trace of the two spatial axes is obtained. However, one reality spatial axis
and one virtual axis may be controlled such that the time waveform of the one spatial reality axis is controlled in accord-

X = AX + BU

X = (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6)
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ance with a purpose. A state of variation in control characteristics in a case where one spatial reality axis and one virtual
axis are controlled will be described below with reference to Figs. 6 and 7.

[0088] Fig. 6 shows response characteristics with respect to a target value in the course control apparatus shown in
Fig. 4. Referring to Fig. 6, the abscissa indicates time; and the ordinate, a moving amount.
[0089] Referring to Fig. 6, a curve C4 corresponds to response characteristics in a case where no target command
value is given to the virtual axis, and a curve C3 corresponds to response characteristics in a case where a target com-
mand value is given to the virtual axis upon completion of a command with respect to the reality axis.
[0090] As shown in Fig. 6, when a target command value is given to the virtual axis, a response (see the response
characteristic curve C3) with almost no overshoot can be obtained, thus greatly improving the control characteristics.
[0091] Fig. 7 is a graph showing a physically analyzed state of the response characteristics shown in Fig. 6. The same
reference numerals in Fig. 7 denote the same parts as in Fig. 6. Referring to Fig. 7, the abscissa indicates the virtual
axis; and the ordinate, the reality axis.
[0092] As shown in Fig. 7, the response characteristic curve C4 in a virtual space is a target course having a line seg-
ment moving from the left to the right on the reality axis (X axis), and the response characteristic curve C3 is a target
course curving at a right angle in the virtual space defined by the reality axis (X axis) and the virtual axis (Z axis). Note
that since each of weighting functions Q and X in an evaluation function includes either  or

, or an element term mathematically equivalent thereto, control is performed to reduce the area
component, of the response characteristic curve C3, which is indicated by the hatching. For this reason, overshoot can
be eliminated from the response of the reality axis.
[0093] In contrast to this, when the response characteristic curve C4 follows up the target course whose line segment
is simply moved, even if overshoot occurs on the line segment, the area component is zero, and the overshoot cannot
be eliminated. Therefore, the follow-up characteristics with respect to a target value in the control system are poor.
[0094] In the second embodiment, the present invention is applied to combinations of a controlled object having two
reality two axes and one virtual axis, and a controlled object having one spatial reality axis and one virtual axis. It is,
however, apparent that the present invention can be applied to a combination of N spatial axes and M virtual axes (N
and M are arbitrary integers). In addition, the second embodiment is characterized in that a virtual axis (controlled
object) is introduced. However, that the virtual axis does not exist means that the virtual axis is not associated with the
purpose of control. For example, the virtual axis Z in the second embodiment may physically exist, but the purpose is
to control the X axis. That is, whether the virtual axis Z physically exist or not is irrelevant to the embodiment.

[Third Embodiment]

[0095] Fig. 8 is a block diagram for explaining the basic arrangement of a composite system course control apparatus
according to the third embodiment of the present invention.
[0096] Referring to Fig. 8, a target value generation means 131 outputs a target value 132 for a controlled object 137
to a target value conversion means 133. The target value conversion means 133 produces a new target value 134 by
adding a proper interpolation point to the target value 132 according to a predetermined algorithm when the accelera-
tion of the target value is excessively large. The target value conversion means 133 supplies the new target value 134
to a control means 135. The control means 135 has a CPU, a ROM, a RAM, and the like to sequentially calculate and
output a control input 136 for minimizing a predetermined evaluation function J(K) defined by equation (4) (to be
described later) upon receiving a state amount 139 of the controlled object, the new target value 134, and a control
amount 138 of each control axis as the controlled object. When the target value conversion means 133 adds an inter-
polation point to the target value 132, a time delay corresponding to the number of added target values occurs. A control
signal 140 serves to set the target value generation means 131 in a standby state to prevent it from generating a new
target value during this delay period.

(4)

where ei is the positional error vector, ui is the control input vector, ∆Ri is the target value velocity vector, q1 is the area
term weighting coefficient, and H is the control input weighting coefficient.
[0097] In the composite system course control apparatus having the above-described arrangement, when the target
value generation means generates target values for moving a plurality of controlled objects by predetermined amounts,
the target value conversion means converts the generated target values into new target values, and outputs them to the
control means. The control means receives the converted target values, state amounts from the controlled objects, and
disturbance signals associated with the controlled objects, and calculates control inputs for optimizing a predetermined
second evaluation function. The control means then outputs the control inputs to the controlled objects, thereby mini-
mizing the course errors without increasing the accelerations.

|e| 2*|∆R| 2 - (e,∆R) 2

|e| 2*|∆y| 2 - (e,∆y) 2

J (K)= Σ[|e i|
2 + q 1*{|e i|

2*|∆R i|
2 - (e i,∆R i)

2} + Ui
T Hu i]
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[0098] Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing the detailed arrangement of an apparatus having a composite control system
to which the course control apparatus according to the third embodiment is applied. The same reference numerals in
Fig. 9 denote the same parts as in Fig. 8.

[0099] Referring to Fig. 9, a target value 132a for an X axis controlled object 139a is input to a target value conversion
means 133. As described above, the target value conversion means 133 produces a new target value 134a by adding
a proper interpolation point to the target value 132a according to a predetermined algorithm when the acceleration of
the target value 132a is excessively larger. The target value conversion means 133 then supplies the new target value
134a to an adder 135a.
[0100] A target value 132b for a Y axis controlled object 139b is input to the target value conversion means 133. As
described above, the target value conversion means 133 produces a new target value 134b by adding a proper inter-
polation point to the target value 132a when the acceleration of the target value 132b is excessively large according to
a predetermined algorithm. The target value conversion means 133 then supplies the new target value 132b to an
adder 135b.
[0101] A compensator 137 receives an addition signal 136a based on a controlled amount 140a from the controlled
object 139a and the new target value 134a, the new target value 134a, an addition signal 136b based on a state amount
141a of the controlled object 139a, a controlled amount 140b from the controlled target 139b, and the new target value
134b, the new target value 134b, a state amount 141b of the controlled target 139b, and the like, thus sequentially cal-
culating control inputs 138a and 138b for minimizing the predetermined evaluation function J(K) defined by equation (4).
The compensator 137 then outputs the control inputs 138a and 138b to the controlled objects 139a and 139b, respec-
tively.
[0102] Figs. 10A and 10B are block diagrams showing the arrangements of models of the controlled objects 139a and
139b shown in Fig. 9. Referring to Figs. 10A and 10B, each model has transfer coefficients K/S and 1/S, a constant K
is determined by the inertia of a drive system, the gain of a driver, and the like.
[0103] In this embodiment, a target command value is converted by using the following simple algorithm. However,
the present invention is not limited to this. (Conversion algorithm for target command value):
[0104] When an acceleration AK calculated from a current target position RK (a target value vector having a position
target value for each axis at time k as a component) exceeds a set maximum acceleration Am, an intermediate point
{(RK/2) + (RK-1/2)} between the current target position RK and a preceding target position RK-1 is set as a current target
value.
[0105] The operation of the third embodiment will be described in detail below with reference to Figs. 11A and 11B to
Fig. 16.
[0106] Figs. 11A and 11B are graphs, each showing the relationship between an increase in position target value
(velocity) of a target course and an acceleration component in the composite system course control apparatus accord-
ing to the present invention. Fig. 11A corresponds to a case where the above-described conversion algorithm for target
command values is not executed. Fig. 11B corresponds to a case where the conversion algorithm for target command
values is executed, and more specifically, a case wherein a semicircular trace as a course is obtained with a radius of
108 (mm) and a target velocity of 100 (mm/sec) constituting a target position command value. Note that a target value
is given to the control system in practice is at the position of the integral value of this velocity component.
[0107] As shown in Fig. 11B, since accelerations at the start and end points of the target course are large, simple
acceleration processing is performed at these points. Figs. 12A and 12B respectively show response characteristics
with respect to such target values.
[0108] Figs. 12A and 12B are graphs showing course follow-up characteristics with respect to the target values shown
in Figs. 11A and 11B. Fig. 12A corresponds to a case wherein the above-described conversion algorithm for target com-
mand values is not executed. Fig. 12B corresponds to a case where the conversion algorithm for target command val-
ues is executed. Note that in order to clarify the degree to which a course error is improved, these graphs are caused
to correspond to states and characteristics obtained when the error is increased 100 times in the radial direction.
[0109] Fig. 12A shows a follow-up characteristic curve C2 of a predictive control system and a follow-up characteristic
curve of a conventional control system in a case where parameters for the control system are selected such that the
maximum course error becomes the same value (about 25 (um)) as that of the position target value in Fig. 11A. Fig.
12B shows a follow-up characteristic curve C4 of the predictive control system and a follow-up characteristic curve C3
of the conventional system with respect to the position target value in Fig. 11B.
[0110] Figs. 13 to 16 are graphs showing the acceleration response waveforms, of the X and Y axes, corresponding
to the follow-up characteristics shown in Figs. 11A to 12B. More specifically, Figs. 13 and 15 correspond to acceleration
response waveforms of the follow-up characteristic curve C1 and the follow-up characteristic curve C2 of the predictive
control system in the case wherein the conversion algorithm for target command values is not executed. Figs. 14 and
16 correspond to the acceleration response waveforms of the follow-up characteristic curve C3 and the follow-up char-
acteristic curve C4 of the predictive control system in the case where the conversion algorithm for target command val-
ues is executed.
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[0111] As shown in Fig. 12A, the maximum accelerations of the follow-up characteristic curve C2 of the predictive
control system and the follow-up characteristic curve of the conventional control system are 2,819 (mm/sec) and 17,338
(mm/sec), respectively. In the conventional system, in order to set the same course error as that in the predictive sys-
tem, an acceleration about six times that in the predictive system is required. Fig. 12B shows the case wherein the con-
version algorithm for target command values is executed, in which the maximum accelerations of the follow-up
characteristic curve C4 of the predictive control system and the follow-up characteristic curve C3 of the conventional
control system are 2,328 (mm/sec) and 9,666 (mm/sec), respectively. That is, both the maximum course error and the
maximum acceleration in the predictive control system are smaller than those in the conventional control system, and
the vibration of the acceleration waveform in the predictive control system is also smaller than that in the conventional
control system.

[0112] As described above, according to the course control method of the present invention, the problems posed in
the conventional simple acceleration/deceleration method can be solved. More specifically, in the conventional simple
acceleration/deceleration method, since a large number of high-frequency components are included in an acceleration
waveform, vibration of a mechanical system is caused, resulting in poor controllability. In addition, in order to perform
control with a small amount of vibration, an acceleration/deceleration method needs a sufficient care. Furthermore, the
simple acceleration/deceleration method can be applied to only specific courses, e.g., a straight course and an arcu-
ated course. These problems, however, can be solved by the present invention.
[0113] In the above-described embodiment, as a target value, position information of each axis (obtained by integrat-
ing velocity information in the embodiment) is used. However, velocity information of each axis may be used instead.
[0114] The embodiment exemplifies the course control system for simultaneously controlling a plurality of axes. How-
ever, the present invention can be applied to position control of one axis and may be applied to a velocity control system
using velocity information as a target value.
[0115] Furthermore, in the above embodiment, when a acceleration AK calculated from a current target position RK
(a target value vector having a position target value for each axis at time k as a component) exceeds a set maximum
acceleration Am, an intermediate point {(RK/2) + (Rk-1/2)} between the current target position RK and a preceding target
position RK-1 is set as a current target value. However, another point on the target course may be set as a current target
value. In this case, an interpolation point RKK is defined as  where 0 ≤ m ≤ 1.
[0116] Note that the above-mentioned value m may be 0.5 or a value which causes the acceleration at an interpolation
point to coincide with the maximum acceleration. In this case, the acceleration AK is defined as

.
[0117] Figs. 17A and 17B are views showing methods of selecting interpolation points for a target course in the com-
posite system course control apparatus of the present invention. Fig. 17A corresponds to a case wherein interpolation
points RKK are selected to be located on joined straight lines. Fig. 17B corresponds to a case wherein the interpolation
points RKK are selected to be located on an arc.
[0118] Referring to Figs. 17A and 17B, the black dots indicate given target positions; and the white dots, the interpo-
lation points RKK.
[0119] As shown in Figs. 17A and 17B, the interpolation points RKK may be selected to be located on joined straight
lines, or may be selected to be located on an arc if it is known beforehand that a target course is smooth. In this case,
an arc passing through three points including current and past points is obtained, and interpolation points are selected
to be located on the arc, thereby obtaining optimal interpolation points.
[0120] In the above embodiment, as an element for evaluating a course error, an area component SK as shown in Fig.
18 is used. More specifically, in the embodiment, while a course error is compensated between the respective axes in
such a manner that the sum of the area components enclosed with curves as a target course R and a follow-up course
C is caused to infinitely approach zero, controlled objects 150a (X axis) and 150b (Y axis) shown in Figs. 20A and 20B
are optimized on the basis of the evaluation function (equation (4)). An area error component (area error term) Sik in
one interval can be expressed by a vector relationship, as shown in Fig. 19. Note that Fig. 19 also shows a position error
vector ek.
[0121] Fig. 21 shows a trace of a target course C1 and a trace of a follow-up course C2 in a case wherein a circle is
drawn after optimal control inputs for minimizing the evaluation function are obtained by the course control system hav-
ing the above-described arrangement. In this case, the radius of the target circular course is set to be 10 (mm), and the
moving velocity is set to be 150 (mm/sec). Since a course error in the follow-up course is very small, the follow-up
course is displayed after the error is increased 100 times in the radial direction.
[0122] As shown in Fig. 21, the maximum course error, which is 77 (µm), occurs at the start point.
[0123] In this manner, the course error can be suppressed to be a very small value. However, target precision may
not be achieved even with such a small error. In this case, an increase in precision is realized by reducing a weighting
coefficient corresponding to the acceleration term of the evaluation function and using large accelerations. When a
large acceleration is used in this manner, the following problems may be posed.
[0124] The capacity of a motor driver of an axis drive system is increased. In addition, high-frequency vibration of a

R KK = R K-1 + m(R K - R K-1)

A K = R K + R K-1 - 2R K-2
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mechanical system is caused, resulting in a deterioration in precision.

[0125] In such a case, by using not only the above-mentioned area error term Sik but also, for example, a succeeding
area error term S2k, an increase in precision in course control can be realized without using a large acceleration. For
this purpose, as an area error term of the above-mentioned evaluation function, an area error term other than a current
term, for example, a preceding term or a succeeding term, i.e.,  or
(where i = ±1, ±2,....) is used.
[0126] An evaluation function and the like, in a course control apparatus, which uses an area error term other than a
current term, e.g., a preceding term or a succeeding term will be described below.

[Fourth Embodiment]

[0127] Fig. 22 is a block diagram for explaining the basic arrangement of a course control apparatus according to the
fourth embodiment of the present invention.
[0128] Referring to Fig. 22, a position command value generation means 151a outputs a target value for the X axis
to control means 152a and 152b. A position command value generation means 151b outputs a target value for the Y
axis to the control means 152a and 152b. Each of the control means 152a and 152b includes a CPU, a ROM, a RAM,
and the like to minimize an evaluation function j(K) defined by equation (5) upon receiving the respective target values
and state amounts and controlled amounts from controlled objects 153a and 153b.

(5)

where ei is the positional error vector, ui is the control input vector, ∆Ri is the target value velocity vector, q1 is the area
term weighting coefficient, and H is the control input weighting coefficient. In equation (5), the weighting coefficients q1
and q2 of area error terms at the current and succeeding sampling time points are set to be the same value. However,
these weighting coefficients q1 and q2 may be set to be different values. Although a position error term and an acceler-
ation term are used for the evaluation function as well as the area term, a control system may be formed by introducing
an acceleration change term, a velocity term, and the like into the evaluation function in addition to the above-men-
tioned terms.
[0129] According to the course control apparatus having the above-described arrangement, a trace of a target course
C1 and a trace of a follow-up course C2 shown in Fig. 23 are obtained when a circle is drawn. Note that the maximum
target velocities (150 mm/sec) shown in Figs. 21 and 23 are set when weighting coefficients of the control system are
selected to set the same acceleration. In order to clearly show a course error in Fig. 23, the course error is increased
100 times in the radial direction. More specifically, the maximum error, which is 35 (um), occurs at an end point. There-
fore, by using an area error term other than a current term, for example, a preceding term or a succeeding term, i.e.,

 or  as an area error term of the evaluation function, the course error
characteristics can be greatly improved as compared with the above-described embodiment.
[0130] Figs. 24 to 26 show course error characteristics in the course control apparatus shown in Fig. 22. Fig. 24 shows
maximum radius error characteristics. Fig. 25 shows radius error characteristics in a normal state. Fig. 26 shows max-
imum acceleration characteristics. In each graph, the abscissa indicates the moving velocity.
[0131] As is apparent from these graphs, a course error (radius reduction amount) can be reduced in both a normal
state and an excess state while an acceleration smaller than that in the conventional method is maintained throughout
the velocity range.
[0132] In this case, position information (obtained by integrating velocity information) of each axis is used as a target
value. However, velocity information of each axis may be used instead.

[Fifth Embodiment]

[0133] Fig. 27 is a block diagram for explaining the basic arrangement of a course control apparatus according to the
fifth embodiment of the present invention.
[0134] Referring to Fig. 27, a target value generation means 161 outputs a desired target value signal 162 to a target
value production means 163 of a controller 175. The target value production means 163 produces an X axis target value
164a on the basis of the input target value signal 162, and outputs the X axis target value 164a to an adder 165a. The
target value production means 163 also produces a Y axis target value 164b and outputs it to an adder 165b. The adder
165a adds the X axis target value 164a to an X axis controlled amount 170a and outputs an X axis error signal 166a to
a compensator 167. The adder 165b adds the Y axis target value 164b to a Y axis controlled amount 170b and outputs
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a Y axis error signal 166b to the compensator 167. A virtual target value generation means 176 outputs a virtual target
value to the compensator 167. A virtual controlled object 178 is set in accordance with the purpose of control of con-
trolled objects 169a and 169b. A virtual state amount 179 of the virtual state amount 179 is input to the compensator
167 in advance. An adder 173 adds an X axis weight 172a and a Y axis weight 172b to produce a Z axis controlled
amount 174.

[0135] The target value production means 163 produces the target values 164a and 164b such that the sums of the
target values 164a and 164b for the respective controlled objects and the desired target value signal 162 are equal to
each other. The compensator 167 includes a CPU, a ROM, and a RAM (none of which are shown) to compensate/cal-
culate control inputs 168a and 168b for minimizing the evaluation function defined by equation (1) upon receiving the Y
axis error signal 166b, the X axis error signal 166a, state amounts 171a and 171b, and the virtual state amount 179.
The compensator 167 then outputs the control inputs 168a and 168b to the controlled objects 169a and 169b.
[0136] Assume that the characteristics of the controlled objects 169a and 169b and state equation X are determined
as follows:

X1: X axis position X2: X axis velocity
X3: Y axis position X4: Y axis velocity
X5: Z axis position X6: Z axis velocity

U1: X axis control input U2: Y axis control input
U3: Z axis control input

[0137] In this case, the X and Y axes are control axes which exist in reality, and the Z axis is represented by synthesis
of the X and Y axes. The W axis is a virtual control axis which does not exist in reality. Although the W axis may exist in
reality, this embodiment is characterized in that an arbitrary controlled object and an arbitrary target value which do not
exist in reality are introduced in accordance with the purpose of control, and the characteristics of the W axis are set to
be the same as those of the X axis. Assume that a target value for the W axis is at the position of "0" at a start point and
moves to a certain position at a constant velocity, and target values for the X and Y axes start to move therefrom. The
position of the W axis is held while the target values for the X and Y axes move. The W axis returns to the position of
"0" at the same velocity as that in the starting operation when the target values for the X and Y axes stop. In addition,
assume that in the fifth embodiment, the target value for the Y axis is always "0".
[0138] With the above-described arrangement of the course control apparatus and calculation of control inputs for
minimizing the evaluation function, the response characteristics of each axis with respect to a target value in the form
of a ramp such as the one shown in Fig. 28 are greatly improved as compared with the prior art (see Fig. 36).
[0139] Note that the conventional scheme requires 36 (msec) for settling to 0.2% of a command value, whereas the
embodiment requires 24 (msec) for settling. In addition, the weighting coefficients 172a and 172b are set to make the
maximum accelerations in the embodiment coincide with those in the prior art. The reason why the embodiment and
the prior art are compared with each other upon setting the same maximum accelerations is that setting of the same
accelerations means that the power consumption of each motor driver in the embodiment is the same as that in the prior
art, provided that disturbances, friction, and the like are neglected. If the control inputs 168a and 168b are output from
the compensator 167, positioning control associated with axial feed of, e.g., a machine tool can be performed by a
driver with the same capacity at a higher speed. In addition, as described above, an acceleration causes vibration of a
mechanical system. In the embodiment, however, since the maximum accelerations are the same as those in the con-
ventional control system, positioning control can be performed at a high speed while the mechanical vibration is main-
tained at the same level as that of the conventional control system.
[0140] A state of variation in control characteristics in a case where two spatial reality axes and one virtual axis are
controlled will be described below with reference to Figs. 29 and 30.
[0141] Fig. 29 shows response characteristics with respect to a target value in the course control apparatus shown in
Fig. 27. Referring to Fig. 29, the abscissa indicates time; and the ordinate, a moving amount.
[0142] As shown in Fig. 29, the time required for convergence to a target value for the X axis is greatly shortened as
compared with the conventional scheme.
[0143] As shown in Fig. 29, therefore, by controlling a target command value for the virtual W axis, a response which
causes overshoot (see a response characteristic curve C4) can be converted into a response which causes almost no

X = AX + BU
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overshoot (see a response characteristic curve C3), thus greatly improving the control characteristics.

[0144] Fig. 30 is a graph showing a physically analyzed state of the response characteristics shown in Fig. 29. Refer-
ring to Fig. 30, the abscissa indicates the virtual axis; and the ordinate, the reality axis.
[0145] As shown in Fig. 30, the response characteristic curve C4 in a virtual space is a target course having a line
segment moving from the left to the right on the reality axis (X axis), and the response characteristic curve C3 is a target
course curving at a right angle in the virtual space defined by the reality axis (X axis) and the virtual axis (W axis). Note
that since each of weighting functions Q and X in an evaluation function includes either  or

, or an element term mathematically equivalent thereto, control is performed to reduce the area
component, of the response characteristic curve C3, which is indicated by the hatching. For this reason, overshoot can
be eliminated from the response of the reality axis Z.
[0146] In contrast to this, when the response characteristic curve C4 follows up the target course whose line segment
is simply moved, even if overshoot occurs on the line segment, the area component is zero, and the overshoot cannot
be eliminated. Therefore, the follow-up characteristics with respect to a target value in the control system are poor.
[0147] The above-described embodiment exemplifies the control system in a position control apparatus. However, the
present invention can be applied to velocity control. That is, the synthetic velocity of a rotation system X axis with a high
speed and coarse control precision and a rotation system Y axis with a low speed and fine control precision can be
accurately controlled. Furthermore, target values are not limited to above-mentioned position and velocity, and temper-
ature data may be used as a target value. For example, the X and Y axes may be replaced with a heater having a large
capacity and a heater having a small capacity, respectively, so as to perform temperature control with high precision.
[0148] As described above, according to the composite system course control method of the present invention, target
values for moving controlled objects as reality axes and a virtual target value for moving a virtual controlled object as a
virtual axis based on the reality axes are produced, and control inputs and a virtual control input which optimize a pre-
determined first evaluation function are calculated upon reception of the produced virtual target value, the produced tar-
get values, a virtual state amount from the virtual controlled object, state amounts from the controlled objects, the first
disturbance signal for the virtual controlled object, and the second disturbance signal for the controlled objects. The cal-
culated control inputs and the calculate virtual control input are respectively output to the controlled objects and the vir-
tual controlled object, thereby minimizing the course error without changing the maximum accelerations with respect to
disturbances.
[0149] According to the composite system course control apparatus of the present invention, when the target value
production means produces target values for moving controlled objects as reality axes and a virtual target value for
moving a virtual controlled object as a virtual axis based on the reality axes, the control means calculates control inputs
and a virtual control which optimize a predetermined first evaluation function upon receiving the produced virtual target
value, the produced target values, a virtual state amount from the virtual controlled object, state amounts from the con-
trolled objects, the first disturbance signal for the virtual controlled object, and the second disturbance signal for the
controlled objects. The control means then outputs the calculated control inputs and the calculate virtual control input
to the controlled objects and the virtual controlled object, respectively. With this operation, control inputs which minimize
the course error without changing the maximum accelerations with respect to disturbances can be output.
[0150] When the target production means produces target values for moving a plurality of controlled objects by
desired amounts, the control means calculates control inputs for optimizing a predetermined second evaluation function
upon receiving the target values, state amounts from the controlled objects, and disturbance signals for the controlled
objects. The control means then outputs the control inputs to the controlled objects. With this operation control inputs
for minimizing the course error can be output.
[0151] Since the first and second evaluation functions include the first or second weighting function component for
evaluating a course error, a follow-up operation with respect target values can be performed at a high speed without
increasing the accelerations.
[0152] In addition, when the target value production means produces target values for moving a plurality of controlled
objects by desired amounts, the target value conversion means converts the produced target values into new target val-
ues and outputs them to the control means. The control means calculates control inputs for optimizing the predeter-
mined second evaluation function upon receiving the converted target values, state amounts from the controlled
objects, and disturbances acting on the controlled objects. The control means then outputs the control inputs to the con-
trolled objects, thereby minimizing the course error without increasing the accelerations.
[0153] Therefore, high-speed, high-precision course control can be performed without increasing the loop gain of
each control system.

[Sixth Embodiment]

[0154] Figs. 39 and 40 are block diagrams for explaining the arrangement of a composite system control apparatus,
e.g., a position control apparatus, according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention. Note that the data
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processing section of a control system based on a predetermined evaluation function may be constituted by a logic cir-
cuit, software (including hardware, e.g., a CPU, a ROM, and a RAM, and designed to execute various types of firmware
read out from the ROM), or a combination thereof.

[0155] Referring to Fig. 39 or 40, a target value generation means 51 outputs a desired target value signal 52 to a
target value production means 53 of a controller 65. The target value production means 53 produces an X axis target
value 54a and a Y axis target value 54b on the basis of the input target value signal 52, and outputs the target values
to adders 55a and 55b, respectively. The adder 55a adds the X axis target value 54a and an X axis controlled amount
60a to output an X axis error signal 56a to a compensator 57. The adder 55b adds the Y axis target value 54b and a Y
axis controlled amount 60b to output a Y axis error signal 56b to the compensator 57.
[0156] Note that the target value production means 53 produces the target values 54a and 54b such that the sum of
the target values 54a and 54b for the respective controlled object and the desired target value signal 52 becomes equal
to each other.
[0157] The compensator 57 produces an X axis control input 58a and a Y axis control input 58b upon receiving the
X axis error signal 56a, the Y axis error signal 56b, an X axis state amount 61a, and a Y axis state amount 61b. The
compensator 57 then outputs the control inputs to controlled objects 59a and 59b, respectively.
[0158] In this manner, in the controller 65, control systems are arranged to optimize (minimize) evaluation functions
based on the following equations (6) to (8), and the compensator 57 determines control inputs which minimize a prede-
termined evaluation function (to be described later) in consideration of error signals associated with the respective con-
trol systems, thereby enabling control with response speed far superior to that of the prior art.
[0159] A Z axis 64 as the final controlled amount is an axis represented by synthesis (sum  in this embod-
iment) of the X axis controlled amount 60a and the Y axis controlled amount 60b.
[0160] The target value 52 for the Z axis is converted into the target value 54a for the X axis and the target value 54b
for the Y axis by the target value production means 53. As the target value 54a for the X axis, the target value for the Z
axis is directly used, while the target value 54b for the Y axis is set to be "0". The respective error signals 56a and 56b
as position errors are produced from the target values 54a and 54b for the X and Y axes and the positions 60a and 60b
as the X and Y controlled amounts. The X and Y axis control inputs 58a and 58b are produced on the basis of the error
signals 56a and 56b and the X and Y axis state amounts 61a and 61b (corresponding to the velocities of the X and Y
axes in the embodiment).
[0161] Note that equation (8) is mathematically converted from equation (7), and an equivalent relationship can be
established therebetween.
[0162] An adder 63 adds an X axis weight 62a and a Y axis weight 62b to produce and output a Z axis controlled
amount 64. The above-mentioned control inputs 58a and 58b respectively include the sums of terms obtained by mul-
tiplying weights and errors 56 for the respective controlled objects, which errors are based on the target values 54a and
54b for the respective controlled objects, obtained from the target value 52, and the corresponding controlled amounts
60a and 60b. In addition, the control inputs 58a and 58b respectively include the sums of terms obtained by multiplying
the state amounts 61a and 61b for the respective controlled objects by weights.
[0163] In the composite system control apparatus having the above-described arrangement, when the respective
addition means (adders 55a and 55b) add controlled amounts from the controlled objects of the respective control sys-
tems and target value signals and output error signals for the respective control systems to the compensation means
(compensator 57). The compensation means then calculates and outputs control inputs for the respective controlled
objects, which inputs optimize the first evaluation function (equations (6) to (9) to be described later), while causing the
error signals output from these addition means (adders 55a and 55b) and the controlled amounts output from the con-
trolled objects to interfere with each other. With this operation, the response speed with respect to controlled amounts
of a composite purpose can be increased without increasing the gain of each control system.

(6)

where R is the target value vector, y (= CX) is the output vector, X is a state vector, U is the control input vector, k is
time, M is the integration time, and Q and H are weighting functions.

(7)

Z = X + Y
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The same symbols in equation (7) indicate the same values as in equation (6). In equation (7), tM is the integration time.
The present invention can be applied to the above-described method regardless of whether the control time in the eval-
uation function equation in the embodiment is given as a time integration form of a time interval between the current
time and a finite elapsed time or a time integration form of infinite time.

(8)

where e(j) is the position error term.
[0164] Evaluation function equations (6) to (8) include each term indicated by equation (9). In addition, the target
value production means 53 outputs either or both of the target values 54a and 54b as "0".

(9)

where i is the index (i = 1, 2,..., N) of a controlled amount 60, N is the maximum number of controlled amounts 60, ei is
the error signals 56a and 56b based on the differences between the target values 54a and 54b and the controlled
amounts 60a and 60b, and Ai and Bi are the weighting coefficient determined in accordance with the purpose of control.
As an evaluation function equation, a quadratic evaluation function equation may be used as long as a weighting func-
tion of the quadratic evaluation function equation is represented by a target value function.
[0165] With this method, the control response characteristics of the composite system shown in Figs. 39 and 40 are
improved, as shown in Fig. 41.
[0166] Fig. 41 is a graph showing the control response characteristics of the composite system shown in Figs. 39 and
40. Referring to Fig. 41, the abscissa indicate time (sec); and the ordinate, a control amount.
[0167] As shown in Fig. 41, if the controller 65 is designed to minimize the above-described evaluation functions, the
X and Y axes move in phase. As a result, the Z axis approaches a target value at a high speed. At the time of conver-
gence, the X and Y axes move in opposite phases so that the Y axis reduces the vibration of the X axis. As a result, the
Z axis does not easily depart from a target value. Since the X and Y axes interfere with each other in this manner, excel-
lent control response speed can be achieved.
[0168] Fig. 42 is a graph showing the convergence characteristics of the composite system with respect to target val-
ues. More specifically, Fig. 42 shows the convergence characteristics of the X and Y axes in comparison with those of
the X and Y axes in the prior art.
[0169] In the embodiment, the maximum accelerations are 1,600 (rad/sec2) for the X axis and 188 (rad/sec2) for the
Y axis, which are not much different from those in the prior art. However, the time required for the Z axis to reach 0.1%
of the target value is about 20 (msec), which is shorter than that in the prior art by about 10 (msec).
[0170] Although the above-described embodiment exemplifies the control system to which no disturbances are
applied. However, as shown in Fig. 49, the present invention can be applied to a composite system control apparatus
to which disturbances 26a and 26b are applied.
[0171] In this case, each of the control inputs 58a and 58b input from the compensator 57 to the controlled objects
59a and 59b includes a sum U(j) of terms of inputs multiplied by weights K(j) of equation (10) (to be described later).
[0172] In the composite control system control apparatus having the above-described arrangement, when the respec-
tive addition means add controlled amounts from the respective controlled objects and target value signals and output
error signals for the respective control systems to the compensation means (compensator 57), the compensation
means calculates control inputs for optimizing the second evaluation function (equation (10) or the like (to be described
later)) and outputs them to the respective controlled objects, while causing the error signals output from the addition
means (adders 55a and 55b), the controlled amounts output from the controlled objects, and either or both of the dis-
turbances applied to the controlled objects to interfere with each other. With this operation, stationary errors caused by
disturbances acting on controlled amount of a composite purpose can be converged at a high speed.
[0173] In addition, the compensation means calculates and outputs control inputs for compensating the characteris-
tics of the respective controlled objects on the basis of the integral values of error signals from the respective addition
means or values obtained by multiplying the integral values by predetermined weights. Therefore, stationary errors
caused by stepwise disturbances can be quickly eliminated.

(10)

[0174] In equation (10), the sum U(j) is constituted by a term obtained by multiplying the position error term e(j) by the
weight K1(j), a term obtained by multiplying a term, obtained by integrating the position error term e(j), by the weight K2(j),
a term obtained by multiplying the state amount x(j) of each axis by the weight K3(j), and a term obtained by multiplying
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the target value R(j) for each axis by the weight K4(j).

[0175] Assume that the compensator 57 determines the control inputs 58a and 58b to be input to the respective con-
trolled objects 59a and 59b upon multiplication of the weights K(j) in this manner. In this case, it is apparent that if step-
wise disturbances are applied, as shown in Fig. 43, the compensator 57 outputs the control input 58a for allowing the
control system for the X axis to cancel the influence of the disturbances. In this embodiment, in order to also allow the
control system for the Y axis to quickly cancel the disturbances acting on the control system for the X axis, the compen-
sator 57 outputs the control inputs 58a and 58b including terms obtained by multiplying the state amounts 61a and 61b
of the respective axes by the weight K3(j) to the controlled objects 59a and 59b. Therefore, disturbances can be con-
verted at a very high speed, as compared with the step response characteristics of the prior art with respect to distur-
bances, without increasing the gain of the control system for each axis of the controller. With this operation, stationary
errors caused by stepwise disturbances can be eliminated. In addition, since the two control systems interfere with each
other with respect to disturbances acting on one of the systems, the influence of disturbances on target controlled
amounts can be quickly eliminated.
[0176] Fig. 44 is a graph showing the convergence characteristics with respect to target values at the time of distur-
bance application in the composite system control apparatus of the present invention. More specifically, Fig. 44 shows
the convergence characteristics of the X and Y axes in the embodiment in comparison with those in the prior art. Note
that the accelerations of the respective axes are the same.
[0177] As shown in Fig. 44, convergence to target values in the positioning control system can be performed within a
very short period of time from the time when disturbances are applied.
[0178] In the above-described embodiment, the target value production means 53 supplies the same target value as
the received one to the X axis, and "0" to the Y axis in such a manner that the sum of the target values supplied to the
X and Y axes becomes equal to the received target value. In this case, however, 90% of the received target value may
be supplied to the X axis, while 10% of the target value may be supplied to the Y axis, so that the sum of the supplied
values becomes equal to the received target value.
[0179] The above-described embodiment exemplifies the position control apparatus, in which the control system is
designed for the two axes, i.e., the X and Y axes. However, the number of axes is not limited to two. The present inven-
tion can be easily applied to other arrangements as long as the controller 65 can be designed to minimize an evaluation
function.
[0180] In addition, in the embodiment, the X and Y axes as controlled objects do not interfere with each other. How-
ever, the present invention can be easily applied to a case where the controlled objects interfere with each other, as long
as the controller 56 can be designed to minimize a similar evaluation function.
[0181] Furthermore, in the embodiment, the control system is a position control apparatus. However, the present
invention can be applied to velocity control. That is, the synthetic velocity of a rotation system X axis with a high speed
and coarse control precision and a rotation system Y axis with a low speed and fine control precision can be accurately
controlled. Moreover, target values are not limited to above-mentioned position and velocity, and temperature data may
be used as a target value. For example, the X and Y axes may be replaced with a heater having a large capacity and a
heater having a small capacity, respectively, so as to perform temperature control with high precision.
[0182] As has been described above, according to the present invention, when the respective addition means add
controlled amounts from the controlled objects of the respective control systems and target value signals and output
error signals for the respective control systems to the compensation means, the compensation means compen-
sates/calculates and outputs control inputs for optimizing the first evaluation function to the respective controlled
objects, while causing the error signals output from the addition means and the controlled amounts output from the con-
trolled objects to interfere with each other. With this operation, the response speed with respect to controlled amount of
a composite purpose can be increased without increasing the gain of each control system.
[0183] In addition, when the respective addition means add controlled amounts from the respective controlled objects
and target value signals and output error signals for the respective control systems to the compensation means, the
compensation means calculates control inputs for optimizing the second evaluation function and outputs them to the
respective controlled objects, while causing the error signals output from the addition means, the controlled amounts
output from the controlled objects, and either or both of the disturbances applied to the controlled objects to interfere
with each other. With this operation, stationary errors caused by disturbances acting on controlled amount of a compos-
ite purpose can be converged at a high speed.
[0184] In addition, the compensation means calculates and outputs control inputs for compensating the characteris-
tics of the respective controlled objects on the basis of the integral values of error signals from the respective addition
means or values obtained by multiplying the integral values by predetermined weights. Therefore, stationary errors
caused by stepwise disturbances can be quickly eliminated.
[0185] Therefore, the response characteristics with respect to the overall controlled amount as the sum of controlled
amounts of the respective controlled objects of the composite system can be greatly improved, and stationary errors
with respect to disturbance application can be quickly converged.
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Claims

1. A course control apparatus for controlling the movement of a controlled object, the apparatus comprising:

means (100a,100b) for generating a target value vector R representing the desired target position of the con-
trolled object characterised by
means (102a, 103a, 102b, 103b) for determining an output vector y indicative of the controlled object, where

 and where:

where X is the state vector of the controlled object, W is a determined disturbance vector and A, B, C and D
are weighting scalars; and
control means (104a, 104b) for calculating and outputting a control vector U for causing movement of the con-
trolled object on the basis of minimising an evaluation function J where:

where k is time, m is the integration time and Q and H are weighting scalars.

2. An apparatus according to claim 1, characterized by target value conversion means (133) for converting the target
values produced by said target value production means into new target values, said new target values becoming
said target values of said control means.

3. An apparatus according to claim 1, characterized by virtual target value production means (116) for producing a vir-
tual target value for moving a virtual controlled object as a virtual axis based on a real axis on which the controlled
objects are moved, said virtual target value becoming an input value of said control means.

4. A course control method for controlling the movement of a controlled object, the method comprising the steps of:

generating a target value vector R representing the desired target position of the controlled object, character-
ised by
determining an output vector y indicative of the controlled object, where  and where:

where X is the state vector of the controlled object, W is a determined disturbance vector and A, B, C and D
are weighting scalars; and
calculating and outputting a control vector U for causing movement of the controlled object on the basis of min-
imising an evaluation function J where:

where k is time, m is the integration time and Q and H are weighting scalars.

5. A method according to claim 4, characterized by the step of converting previously produced target values to new
target values, and calculating and outputting the control vector U on the basis of said new target values.

6. A method according to claim 4, characterized by the step of producing virtual target values for moving a virtual con-
trolled object as a virtual axis based on a real axis on which the controlled objects are moved, said step of calcu-
lating and outputting of control vector U being at least partly on the basis of the virtual target values.

y = CX

X (k+1) = A (k)X (k) + B (k)U (k) + D (k)W (k)

J (k) = {(R (i )-y (i ))
TQ (i )(R (i ) - y (i )) + U T

(i ) H (i )U (i )}
i =k

i =k +m

∑

y = CX

X (k+1) = A (k)X (k) + B (k)U (k) + D (k)W (k)

J (k) = {(R (i )-y (i ))
TQ (i )(R (i ) - y (i )) + U T

(i ) H (i )U (i )}
i =k

i =k +m

∑
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Patentansprüche

1. Kurssteuervorrichtung zum Steuern der Bewegung eines gesteuerten Objektes mit

Einrichtungen (100a, 100b) zum Erzeugen eines Sollwertvektors R, der die gewünschte Sollposition des
gesteuerten Objektes repräsentiert,
gekennzeichnet durch

Einrichtungen (102a, 103a, 102b, 103b) zum Bestimmen eines Ausgangsvektors y, der das gesteuerte Objekt
anzeigt, wobei  und

gelten, worin X der Zustandsvektor des gesteuerten Objektes, W ein ermittelter Störungsvektor und A, B, C
und D gewichtende skalare Größen sind; und

Steuereinrichtungen (104a, 104b) zum Berechnen und Abgeben eines Steuervektors U, um eine Bewegung
des gesteuerten Objektes auf der Basis des Minimierens einer Auswertungsfunktion J zu verursachen, wobei
gilt:

worin k die Zeit, m die Integrationszeit und Q und H gewichtende skalare Größen sind.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet durch Sollwertumwandlungseinrichtungen (133) zum Umwandeln
der von den Sollwerterzeugungseinrichtungen erzeugten Sollwerte in neue Sollwerte, wobei die neuen Sollwerte
zu den Sollwerten der Steuereinrichtungen werden.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet durch Erzeugungseinrichtungen (116) zum Erzeugen eines virtuel-
len Sollwertes zur Bewegung eines virtuellen gesteuerten Objektes als eine virtuelle Achse auf der Basis einer rea-
len Achse, auf der die gesteuerten Objekte bewegt werden, wobei der virtuelle Sollwert zu einem Eingangswert der
Steuereinrichtungen wird.

4. Kurssteuerverfahren zum Steuern der Bewegung eines gesteuerten Objektes mit den Schritten

Erzeugen eines Sollwertvektors R, der die gewünschte Sollposition des gesteuerten Objektes repräsentiert,
gekennzeichnet durch

Bestimmen eines Ausgangsvektors y, der das gesteuerte Objekt anzeigt, wobei  und

gelten, worin X der Zustandsvektor des gesteuerten Objektes, W ein ermittelter Störungsvektor und A, B, C
und D gewichtende skalare Größen sind; und

Berechnen und Abgeben eines Steuervektors U, um eine Bewegung des gesteuerten Objektes auf der Basis
des Minimierens einer Auswertefunktion J zu bewirken, wobei

gilt, worin k die Zeit, m die Integrationszeit und Q und H gewichtende skalare Größen sind.

y = CX

X (k+1) = A (k)X (k) + B (k)U (k) + D (k)W (k)

J (k) = {(R (i )-y (i ))
TQ (i )(R (i ) - y (i )) + U T

(i ) H (i )U (i )}
i =k

i =k +m

∑

y = CX

X (k+1) = A (k)X (k) + B (k)U (k) + D (k)W (k)

J (k) = {(R (i )-y (i ))
TQ (i )(R (i ) - y (i )) + U T

(i ) H (i )U (i )}
i =k

i =k +m
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5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, gekennzeichnet durch den Schritt des Umwandelns von vorher erzeugten Sollwerten
in neue Sollwerte und des Berechnens und Abgebens des Steuervektors U auf der Basis der neuen Sollwerte.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, gekennzeichnet durch den Schritt der Erzeugung von virtuellen Sollwerten zur Bewe-
gung eines virtuellen gesteuerten Objektes als eine virtuelle Achse auf der Basis einer realen Achse, auf der die
gesteuerten Objekte bewegt werden, wobei der Schritt des Berechnens und Abgebens des Steuervektors U
zumindest teilweise auf der Basis der virtuellen Sollwerte beruht.

Revendications

1. Appareil de commande de trajectoire pour commander le déplacement d'un objet commandé, l'appareil compre-
nant :

des moyens (100a, 100b) pour générer un vecteur de valeurs cibles R représentant la position cible souhaitée
de l'objet commandé, caractérisé par
des moyens (102a, 103a, 102b, 103b) pour déterminer un vecteur de sortie y représentatif de l'objet com-
mandé, où  et où :

où X est le vecteur d'état de l'objet commandé, W est un vecteur de perturbation déterminé et A, B, C et D sont
des scalaires de pondération ; et
des moyens (104a, 104b) pour calculer et fournir en sortie un vecteur de commande U pour provoquer un
déplacement de l'objet commandé sur la base d'une minimisation d'une fonction d'évaluation J, où :

où k est le temps, m est le temps d'intégration et Q et H sont des scalaires de pondération.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par des moyens de conversion de valeurs cibles (133) pour convertir
les valeurs cibles produites par lesdits moyens de production de valeurs cibles en de nouvelles valeurs cibles, les-
dites nouvelles valeurs cibles devenant lesdites valeurs cibles desdits moyens de commande.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par des moyens de production de valeurs cibles virtuelles (116) pour
produire une valeur cible virtuelle pour le déplacement d'un objet commandé virtuel en tant qu'axe virtuel ayant
pour base un axe réel sur lequel les objets commandés sont déplacés, ladite valeur cible virtuelle devenant une
valeur d'entrée desdits moyens de commande.

4. Procédé de commande de trajectoire pour commander le déplacement d'un objet commandé, le procédé compre-
nant les étapes :

de génération d'un vecteur de valeurs ciblès R représentant la position cible souhaitée de l'objet commandé,
caractérisé par
la détermination d'un vecteur de sortie y représentatif de l'objet commandé, où  et où :

où X est le vecteur d'état de l'objet commandé, W est un vecteur de perturbation déterminé et A, B, C et D sont
des scalaires de pondération ; et
le calcul et la fourniture en sortie d'un vecteur de commande U pour provoquer un déplacement de l'objet com-
mandé sur la base d'une minimisation d'une fonction d'évaluation J, où :

y = CX

X (k+1) = A (k)X (k) + B (k)U (k) + D (k)W (k)

J (k) = {(R (i) - y (i))
TQ (i)(R (i) - y (i)) + U T

(i)H (i)U (i)}
i =k

i =k +m

∑

y = CX

X (k+1) = A (k)X (k) + B (k)U (k) + D (k)W (k)

J (k) = {(R (i) - y (i))
TQ (i)(R (i) - y (i)) + U T

(i)H (i)U (i)}
i =k

i =k +m

∑
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où k est le temps, m est le temps d'intégration et Q et H sont des scalaires de pondération.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, caractérisé par l'étape de conversion de valeurs cibles produites précédemment
en de nouvelles valeurs cibles, et de calcul et de fourniture en sortie du vecteur de commande U sur la base des-
dites nouvelles valeurs cibles.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4, caractérisé par l'étape de production de valeurs cibles virtuelles pour le déplace-
ment d'un objet commandé virtuel en tant qu'axe virtuel ayant pour base un axe réel sur lequel les objets comman-
dés sont déplacés, ladite étape de calcul et de fourniture en sortie du vecteur de commande U étant au moins
partiellement effectuée sur la base des valeurs cibles virtuelles.
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